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Alter native Dispositions
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Many potential criminal dispositions are not treated as a conviction for the purposes of Canadian
immigration law. For example, a conviction does not exist in the following situations:
• The conviction is set aside on appeal;
• The foreign court grants an absolute or conditional discharge or the foreign equivalent;
• Stay of proceedings;
• Peace bonds or orders under s.810 of the Criminal Code;
• Finding of not criminally responsible by reason of mental disorder; or
• The person is granted a pardon in a foreign jurisdiction and the pardon is recognized as
equivalent to a Canadian record suspension.
Notably, the conviction must be equivalent to an offence under an Act of Parliament (i.e.
one that is found in a federal statute). Municipal offences, provincial offences or a finding of
contempt of court will not render a person inadmissible to Canada. As such, some criminal
offences in other countries (e.g. reckless driving in the U.S.) may be equated to a municipal
or provincial offence (e.g. careless driving under s. 130 of the Ontario Highway Traffic Act)
thereby avoiding inadmissibility.
A conviction does exist in the following situations:
• The court delivers a suspended sentence; or
• The person is convicted in absentia.
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 IRPA s. 36 provides “committing an act” provisions for situations in which there
are reasonable grounds to believe a crime was committed abroad, but did not
result in an actual conviction because the individual absconded or otherwise.
 However, IRCC policy contained in their ENF 2 Policy Manual (s. 3.9) cautions
against using such provisions against an individual whose case has been
properly adjudicated in a foreign jurisdiction. In those cases, the Court’s
ultimate disposition should be controlling.
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Is a conditional sentence of imprisonment imposed pursuant to the regime set out in ss. 742 to 742.7 of the
Criminal Code “a term of imprisonment” under s. 36(1)(a) of the IRPA? ― No.

OPERATIONAL BULLETIN: PRG-2017-6.7
 Cases before the IAD: For cases where a removal order was Issued prior to decision in Tran, but where an
lAD decision has not yet been made, and an appeal right now exists, hearings officers will not oppose the
individual's request to file an appeal even if the appeal was filed past the legislated deadline.





But: Attempts based on Tran to reopen final ID or lAD decisions where a determination of inadmissibility
has been made, a removal order issued, and all avenues of appeal and/or judicial review exhausted can be
opposed by the hearings officers on the basis of the doctrine of res judicata.



If a removal order against a former PR has not been enforced, removal officers will allow individuals time
(60 days) to consider available options post Tran, (e.g. an application pursuant to A25(1) (H&C). If there is
no evidence of an H&C application submitted within 60 days, officers may proceed with removal.



Where the removal order was enforced (i.e. person was removed from Canada), deport orders are valid
even though the inadmissibility may no longer exist. Where the foreign national is now seeking entry at a
POE and the IRPA inadmissibility no longer applies, officers will consider any other IRPA inadmissibility or
eligibility provisions and make a decision on entry. Note: A52(1) Authorization to Return to Canada
provisions apply and the FN will have to repay removal costs pursuant to R243, if applicable.

Undecided – Termination/Suspension of a CSO upon breach. CCC s.742.6 (9):
o (c) suspend and serve part of CSO in jail; or
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o (d) terminate and direct that the offender be committed to custody until the expiration
of the sentence

 Post-Tran Applications to Re-open:


Pham v Canada (Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness), 2018 CanLII 22393 (CA IRB):
[48]
Consequently, I cannot grant an extension of time to file an appeal as there is a valid and
standing decision of the IAD that concluded that Ms. Pham does not have a right to appeal. Allowing this
request would give Ms. Pham the benefit of a retroactive application of the Supreme Court decision
in Tran and a right to file a second appeal.



Gabriel v Canada (Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness), 2018 CanLII 26590 (CA IRB):
[13]
In the case at hand, I have before me a past decision that the IAD lacked the jurisdiction to hear
the appellant’s appeal, and evidence that the IAD now has the jurisdiction to hear that appeal, as the
appellant is no longer described in section 64 of the IRPA. Since section 64 no longer applies to bar the
hearing of the appeal, the IAD has jurisdiction to consider a request for an extension of time and the
appeal of the removal order as suggested by Justice Snider in Nabiloo.[11] …
[14]
I do not find that a Notice of Appeal and application requesting an extension of time to file the
appeal amounts to filing a second appeal since the initial appeal was not heard and disposed of on its
merits; rather, the IAD did not consider the appeal as it found it had no jurisdiction to do so.
[15]
Given the time elapsed, the appellant can proceed to file a Notice of Appeal alongside an
application to extend time to file an appeal to the IAD for disposition of the appeal on its merits. As I have
concluded that this appeal should be reopened based on a denial of natural justice, it is not necessary for
the IAD to consider this issue any further.
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The following table contained in policy manual ENF 2, s. 15.2 provides a useful reference in determining
whether a conviction has occurred in the United States. It provides some commonly used terminology
in State criminal codes, along with the relative Canadian immigration interpretation.
U.S. Criminal Dispositions
Defined

Terminology used
Acquittal contemplating dismissal

Not a conviction; would likely have the same effect as a conditional discharge.

Deferral of sentence

This is a conviction providing the offence equates to Canadian law; similar to a suspended sentence in Canadian law.

Deferral of prosecution

Not a conviction. A deferral indicates that no trial on the merits of the charge has been held; similar to a stay in Canadian law.

Deferral of judgment

Not a conviction. If the conditions imposed in the deferral are fulfilled, the judgment finally rendered may be a finding of "not guilty."

Deferral of conviction

Not a conviction. It is a form of disposition equivalent to a conditional discharge in Canada.

Nolo contendre

A Latin phrase meaning "I will not contest it." It is a plea that may be allowed by the court in which the accused does not deny or admit to the charges. This plea is similar to pleading guilty
and a conviction results.

Nolle prosequi

A Latin phrase meaning "I will no longer prosecute." The effect is similar to a stay of prosecution in Canada and no conviction results.

Sealed record

A sealed record is, for the purposes of IRPA, a criminal record. The fact that a sealed record exists does not in and of itself constitute inadmissibility. An officer should determine
the circumstances of the sealed record by questioning the person concerned.
A sealed record is usually the process used in the case of young offenders; however, a sealed record may also be used because of an agreement between the prosecutor and
the defendant or in security cases.

In the state of Vermont, for example, a record may be sealed if a person abides by terms and conditions imposed by the court. A sealed record will appear on a person’s “rap
sheet”; however, the record will not be made public without a court order.
In the case of a sealed record, an officer should ask whether the record was the result of a conviction as a minor. If the person was a minor, then it would most likely equate to
an offence under the Young Offenders Act - unless the case would have been eligible for transfer to an adult court.

Convicted of several counts

Multiple convictions. Counts in the U.S. are equivalent to charges in Canadian law.

Expunged

Not a conviction. Expunged means to strike out; obliterate; mark for deletion; to efface completely; deemed to have never occurred.
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In Canada
 Criminal Code Section 730:
(1) Where an accused…pleads guilty to or is found guilty of an offence…the court
…may…instead of convicting the accused, [issue and absolute or conditional discharge]
(3)“Where a court directs under section (1) that an offender be discharged of an offence the
offender shall be deemed not to have been convicted of the offence…”
 Section 14.2 of the Citizenship and Immigration Canada Processing Manual Enforcement,
Chapter 2: “A conviction does not exist in the following situations: …the court grants an
absolute or conditional discharge as provided for in the Criminal Code”

Outside Canada


Contention as to whether conditional discharge is equivalent to our own in jurisdictions where a conviction is
entered (e.g. NY)





But see Park v Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2015 CanLII 77981 (CA IRB): “The applicant pled guilty to a
charge of Criminal Mischief in August 1989, in New York state, for which he received a conditional
discharge. Upon reviewing the file, the Minister is of the opinion that it was not reasonable for the visa office to
request a criminal rehabilitation application given that a conditional discharge does not constitute a registered
conviction despite being a finding of guilt. Therefore, the applicant is not criminally inadmissible.”
See also: Khan v. Canada (Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness), 2011 CanLII 73050 (CA IRB)



Some CBSA officers have been said to base it on whether conditional period has terminated.
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Formerly ambiguous lines regarding the admissibility of those convicted abroad as a youth,
have become further blurred with the passage of the Youth Criminal Justice Act (S.C. 2002,

c. 1) and subsequent amendments to IRPA.
IRPA s. 36(3)(e)(iii) exempts young offenders who receive a youth sentence under the YCJA,
providing in full as follows:
(e) inadmissibility under subsections (1) and (2) may not be based on an offence
***
•

(ii) for which the permanent resident or foreign national is found guilty under the Young Offenders Act, chapter Y-1 of the Revised
Statutes of Canada, 1985, or

•

(iii) for which the permanent resident or foreign national received a youth sentence under the Youth Criminal Justice Act.

Therefore the admissibility of a minor convicted under the YCJA turns on whether he is
given a youth or adult sentence.
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However, the Act is silent on how this provision is to be treated with respect to determining the equivalency of foreign convictions.
Current IRCC policy, pursuant to Guide IMM 5312, appears to be that an individual is not inadmissible if they:
▪

were treated as a young offender in a country which has special provisions for young offenders;
or

▪

were convicted in a country which does not have special provisions for young offenders but the circumstances of the
conviction are such that they would not have received an adult sentence in Canada.*

[Available online: http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/information/applications/guides/5312E2.asp> This interpretation is a hold-over from the policy and
guidance provided when IRPA referenced only the Young Offenders Act, see ENF 14 – Criminal Rehabilitation, Citizenship and Immigration Canada, at
s. 24, 2008-04-21.]

*The application of the second exemption, even assuming it is a correct statement of the law, is subject to interpretation. This is because
under current Canadian law, almost any offence committed after the age of 14, may be subject to an adult sentence as long as the adult
sentence carries a penalty of 2 years or more [Youth Criminal Justice Act, s. 64(1)].
However, the interpretation above does not find direct support under the Act, which does not reference special provisions in foreign
countries for young offenders, or circumstances under which an individual would not have received an adult sentence in Canada.
In contrast, the IRB has taken a much different approach. For equivalency purposes, the ID and IAD have espoused the broad position that
if the foreign offence could have been subject to sentencing as an adult under the YCJA, then the individual may be inadmissible and the
maximum penalty as an adult is applicable. This holds true even if it is not likely the youth would have been sentenced as an adult in
Canada. See MPSEP v. X, 2009 CanLII 28035 (CA IRB); Flores Giron v. Canada (MPSEP), 2009 CanLII 88456 (CA IRB), Singh, 2010 CanLII
95029 (CA IRB).

This is another circumstance in which the absurd result is that those with foreign convictions are treated much more severely under IRPA
than had they committed the same offence in Canada.
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Expungements in the United States have been recognized as equivalent to a pardon, as have previously “spent” convictions pursuant to
the United Kingdom’s Rehabilitation of Offenders Act (Barnett v. Canada (MCI) (1996), 109 F.T.R. 154; 33 Imm. L.R. (2d) 1) as have pardons
under Hong Kong’s equivalent legislation (Fu v. Canada (MCI) (IAD T94-04088), Townshend, March 19, 1996).
However, the acceptance of such foreign pardons have varied greatly and there is no clear guidance on what will be accepted.

This is best exemplified by IRCC’s position regarding the UK ROA and “spent “ convictions. Despite the holding in Barnett, IRCC has
recently been reluctant to find applicants with ‘spent’ convictions are no longer inadmissible. The Minister has alternatively forwarded
two separate arguments for this position:
1. Canada’s Record Suspension Regime has become stricter since Barnett, and the UK ROA has become more lenient such that
the two are no longer sufficiently similar.
AND/OR
2. The UK ROA is automatic after the passage of time and does not require a decision from an administrative or judicial body.
Counter argument:
1. The test in Saini does not require the statutes be identical with respect to the length of time required before a pardon is
granted. Just that the legal systems are similar, along with the aim and effect of the legislation. In this case, both statutes allow
for the extinguishment of the criminal record based on similar factors including most importantly:
• The severity of the original offence
• Successful completion of all sentence requirements
• The passage of a certain period of time
• The existence of subsequent offences or good behavior
2. UK ROA has always been automatic even at the time of the decision in Barnett.
Compare to:
• In Saini, the Court contrasted our system with the Presidential Pardon in Pakistan at issue in that case. The Court noted that it was unknown what
factors had been considered by the Pakistani President in granting the pardon or whether it had simply been a political favour.
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• In Magtibay, 2005 FC 937, the applicant had not been convicted of the offence to begin with because he had been “pardoned” by the victim of the
offence. The Honourable Justice Blais correctly noted that Canadian law does not allow a victim to unilaterally pardon the offender; the Philippine
system was thus in no way similar to Canada’s pardon regime.

For the purposes of deemed or individual rehabilitation, at least five (5) or ten (10) years must have elapsed since the completion of the
sentence.
The rehabilitation periods only begin to run as of the completion of an individual’s sentence. In this context, the sentence is interpreted
broadly to include payment of all fines and completion of all probationary periods or other conditions.
Two outstanding issues:
1. Whether a Court imposed prohibition period counts as part of the sentence. IRCC Policy maintains that it does, but the Act is
silent and the issue has not been litigated.
Notably, this may lead to absurd situations in which an individual with, for example, a lifetime firearms prohibition can never
be eligible for rehabilitation even though it has been decades since they completed their sentence.

2. When the clock begins to run for suspended sentences. For a suspended sentence without a fixed conditional period, the
answer from IRCC appears to be that the period runs from the date of sentencing. Some debate over how to treat sentences
suspended for a probation-like period (i.e. from the date of sentencing, the completion of conditional term, or the date of
sentence would have been complete).
Section 16 of ENF 14 provides the following with respect to calculating the rehabilitation period in suspension cases:
‘Suspended Imprisonment: the date of the end of the term of imprisonment that was suspended meaning the date the sentence
would have ended had the sentence commenced immediately after the sentencing date. For example, in the case where the judge
imposes a sentence of one month, but suspends the execution of the order for two years, the rehabilitation period would begin one
month after sentencing.’
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• Prohibition on citizenship runs from date of conviction not completion of sentence.
Specifically, pursuant to Citizenship Act s. 22(2) an applicant is prohibited from citizenship,
inter alia, for having been convicted of an indictable offence within the 4 year period prior to
application.
• Whether a hybrid offence is ‘indictable’ depends on the Crown’s election. Absent a deeming
provision equivalent to IRPA s. 36(3)(a), whether the conviction was proceeded with
summarily or by indictment is dispositive of how the offence is classified for citizenship
purposes. See Ahmed, 2009 FC 672.
• However, any time spent incarcerated, on probation, or on parole cannot count toward
residency obligation. Citizenship Act s. 21.
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Early Strateg ies
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Pre-conviction - coordinating to mitigate the immigration implications
of plea resolution – negotiate:
 Plea to lesser/included; alternate offence
 Agreement on sentencing – joint submission
 Agreement on aggravating/mitigating factors
 Agreed statement of facts
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Sentencing Strategy - Begin work on Ribic factors prior to time of
sentencing:
 Letters of support, statements from client
 Evidence entered at sentencing – contested sentencing may be in
client’s interest
 Counselling, rehabilitation, etc.
 Psychological reports, assessments, etc.
Obtain court records including reasons for sentence, section 19.2 of ENF 6 specifically
provides: “The best documentation is a transcript of the trial judge’s remarks on conviction
or sentencing, commonly known as the Judge’s Reasons for Sentence.”
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Sentence Appeals
R. v. Pham, [2013] 1 SCR 739 – collateral immigration consequences can and should be
considered.
R. v. Zhang, 2017 BCCA 185 (on appeal from R. v. Zhang, 2016 BCSC 895):
 Appeal from a 9 month effective sentence for assault and uttering threats
imposed in 2009. 7 month credit granted for time spent in pre-sentence custody.
 Summary assault conviction is governed by a 6 month prescribed maximum
sentence.
 Held: appeal allowed; consecutive 4½ month effective sentences substituted for
the assault and the uttering threats charges.


At para. “[33]
The principle of proportionality calls upon us to seek to avoid unforeseen immigration
consequences. A sentence otherwise falling within the range of fit sentences can be varied by an
appellate court on the basis that the offender would face collateral consequences that were not taken
into account by the sentencing judge…”
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Conviction Appeals - Validity of Guilty Plea
Wing Wha Wong v. Her Majesty the Queen, 2017 CanLII 16824 (SCC): Appeal
heard November 10, 2017. Decision reserved.
R. v. Wong, 2016 BCCA 416:
 Did not understand the immigration consequences of his guilty plea - these
consequences were legally relevant – therefore the appellant’s plea was
uninformed (Fitch J.A. )
 Required proof of subjective intention that he would have entered a different
plea had he known of collateral consequence (Saunders J.A, Fitch J.A. , Harris
J.A.)
 Demonstrate an articulable route to an acquittal / defense (Saunders
J.A)
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Conviction Appeals – Substantive
Reid v Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2015 CanLII 93047 (CA IRB) – convicted in
2004, homeless and mental health concerns, did not receive IAD notices. Removed in
2015, application to re-open made just prior to removal. Allowed by the Board, breach in
procedural fairness.

R. v. Reid, 2017 BCCA 53:
Two separate indictments on same facts (fishing coins from parking meters):

1) s. 351(1) Possession of instrument for the purpose of breaking into a
place contrary to (maximum 10 years)
2) s. 352 Possession of an instrument suitable for breaking into a coinoperated device contrary to (maximum two years)
Appeal allowed. A “place” does not include a parking meter.
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Pardons and Record Suspensions
Amendments to pardon regime not retrospective:
[293] For these reasons, I have concluded that the Transitional Provisions, which apply
the Amendments retrospectively, have not been shown to minimally impair the s. 11(h)
and (i) rights of affected offenders.
Chu v. Canada (Attorney General), 2017 BCSC 630
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Canadian crimes are pardoned (i.e. receive a record suspension) through the Parole Board of Canada pursuant to the provisions of the
Criminal Records Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. C-47. If granted, the individual is absolved of the underlying inadmissibility for immigration
purposes.
Where a foreign pardon has been granted, the Federal Court of Appeal has determined that it may be recognized for the purposes of
Canadian immigration law if:
i.

the foreign legal system taken as a whole is similar to that of Canada;

i.

the aim, content and effect of the specific foreign law is similar to Canadian law; and

ii.

there is no valid reason not to recognize the effect of the foreign law.

Canada (MCI) v. Saini, [2002] 1 F.C. 200 (F.C.A.)

IRCC provides further guidance respecting foreign pardons:
If the country’s legal system is based on similar foundations and values as Canada’s, the foreign legislation must be examined to
determine whether the effect of the pardon is to erase a conviction or merely recognize that rehabilitation has taken place. In the
latter case, the applicant is inadmissible and an application for rehabilitation should proceed.
ENF 14 / OP 19 Criminal Rehabilitation provides, at 27.

*Often best advice for a client is to seek expungement if eligible; may be more expedient/ guaranteed than
potential rehab/TRP options.
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• Have become ever more significant since passage of the Faster Removal of Foreign Criminals Act,
S.C. 2013, c. 16. In many cases referral stage is only juncture at which humanitarian factors
can be considered prior to loss of status.
• Best practice requires all factors previously canvassed during full IAD hearing must now be
frontloaded in fulsome written submissions to the Minister’s delegate. The reasoning in
Hernandez more relevant now than when first decided. In Wajaras the Court confirmed:
[T]the extent that any discretion exists to consider mitigating, aggravating or humanitarian factors in
the process of determining the inadmissibility of a permanent resident, it does so at the point of
the preparation of an admissibility report under ss. 44(1) …. [O]nce the matter comes before the
Immigration Division, the question for determination is only whether the person is inadmissible on the ground of
serious criminality…not the place to embark upon a humanitarian review or to consider the fairness or
proportionality of the consequences that flow from a resulting deportation order.
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•

Request extensions from MD (often multiple granted)

•

ATIP everything including CIC, CBSA, RCMP, correctional facilities.

•

Obtain court records including reasons for sentence, section 19.2 of ENF 6
specifically provides: “The best documentation is a transcript of the trial judge’s
remarks on conviction or sentencing, commonly known as the Judge’s Reasons for
Sentence.”

•

ENF 6 at §19.2 delineates non-exhaustive list of factors to be considered. Factors
parallel the Ribic criteria and jurisprudence which can also be considered.

•

Conflicting jurisprudence as to whether a JR of the s. 44 need necessarily be filed
before the ID decision, and whether separate applications are required:
Only one application for judicial review of the three section 44 decisions is necessary,
because an applicant will not know of the need to challenge the decisions until a
removal order has been made by the ID. Also, one application results in significant
savings in time, litigation costs and judicial resources.
Chambers v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2016 FC 1407 at paras. 2-3; see also
Clare v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2016 FC 545 at paras. 9-10
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Past Criminality
• CBSA will obtain past police reports, charges, arrests which did not result in
conviction. Complex jurisprudence re extent to which such factors can be
considered. In IAD context, the FC has held: "there is a unanimous view that
a withdrawn charge, in and of itself, may not be relied on.” Veerasingam,
2004 FC 1661 at para. 5; Younis, 2008 FC 944; Rajagopal, 2007 FC 523
etc.

• Veerasingam set out two part test:
i. Cannot rely on mere existence of charges and arrests to draw adverse
inferences, as opposed to the underlying evidence.
ii. Must be analysis as to reliability and credibility of underlying evidence
beyond mere fact it comes from police; failure to conduct such
analysis is reviewable error on its own.
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Past Criminality cont’d
• De Montigny J. as he then was, imported this reasoning to s. 44 reports:
I agree with the Applicant that police reports relating to conduct that did not
give rise to arrests or charges is not proof of criminal conduct and cannot be
relied upon in the context of a subsection 44(2) report: see…Similarly,
reports to Crown counsel that do not result in charges, and withdrawn
charges, cannot be relied upon as evidence of criminality or to impugn the
Applicant’s credibility or character….
Balan v. Canada (Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness), 2015 FC 691 at para. 21
[internal citations omitted]

• See also Avila v Canada, 2009 FC 13 (CanLII) (at para 17), H&C analysis tainted when
officer relied on the existence of outstanding charges to impugn the applicant’s good
character.
• But see contra MPSEP v.Tran, 2015 FCA 237 at paras. 90ff (decided primarily on
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other issues)

Long-Term Permanent Residents
• In acknowledging gravity of removing long-term residents, s.19.3 of the ENF 6 creates
a specific category for such cases. Provision requires each of the following conditions be
met:
a) became permanent residents before attaining the age of 18 years;
b) Was permanent residents of Canada for 10 years before being convicted of a
reportable offence or, in cases not involving a conviction, the preparation of the
A44 report;
and
c) would not have right of appeal to IAD by virtue of A64.
• Counsel should ensure to highlight if the client falls within the ambit of this provision.
Must be reviewed and agreed to by a senior Manager or Director.
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Bill C‐46 An Act to Amend the
Criminal Code
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Punishment. 320. 19 (1) Everyone who commits an offence under subsection 320. 14(1) or 320.
15(1) is liable …. (b) if the offence is prosecuted by indictment, to imprisonment for a term of not
more than 10 years…
Effect on Permanent Residents

 Brings these offences under “serious criminality”, therefore a single impaired driving offence in Canada,
regardless of the sentence imposed, could cause a permanent resident to be subject to removal proceedings.
 Moreover, a foreign impaired driving conviction or commitment of an impaired driving offence outside Canada,
would render a PR subject to a deportation order without IAD appeal rights - regardless of 6 month
sentence - by operation of A64(2) and A36(1)(b)-(c).
 Tran held change in criminal law not retroactive to prior convictions.
Effect on Foreign Nationals
 No longer eligible for deemed rehabilitation under A36(3)(c), R18.
 No IAD rights for members of the family class, A64(2).
 Tran holding does not apply to prior foreign convictions being assessed currently at time of application.

 Uncertain what happens to those previously deemed rehabilitated.
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Te m p o r a r y R e s i d e n t P e r m i t s
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When rehabilitation is not available or the need to enter Canada is more urgent, Temporary Resident Permits
(TRPs) are often a catchall for applicants. The application involves a balancing test between the safety risk to
the Canadian public versus the need or reason for entry to Canada. It is a sliding scale with a great deal of
discretion and deference to individual officers under the authority of IRPA s. 24.1.
TRPs are normally issued for a specific purpose (e.g. to attend a conference or quarterly business review) for a
limited duration. However, TRPs can also be granted for a longer duration to allow an individual to live and
work in Canada on a long-term basis if sufficiently justified.
An individual must leave Canada by the expiry date of the TRP, or obtain a new TRP before the current one
expires.
It is advisable to submit a TRP application in advance to a local consulate. This is especially so if the nature of
the inadmissibility is complex, such as if there are multiple convictions on record and/or if substantial
equivalency analysis is required (often the case with financial crimes or crimes from foreign jurisdictions
dissimilar to our own).
Processing times vary depending on the consulate and the volume of applications being processed. As a rough
gauge, the current processing time for a TRP application made to the New York consulate is approximately 4-6
months.
In certain exigent circumstances, a TRP application can be made directly at a port-of-entry. This is only
advisable if the nature of inadmissibility is relatively minor and the need to enter is limited and compelling.
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The following is a list of some of the many factors officers may consider in granting a TRP:











the seriousness of the offence;
the chances of successful settlement without committing further offences;
behavioural factors involved (drugs, alcohol);
evidence that the person has reformed or rehabilitated;
pattern of criminal behaviour (e.g. was the offence a single event and out of character?);
completion of all sentences, fines paid or restitution made;
outstanding criminal charges;
restriction of travel following probation or parole;
time elapsed since the offence occurred;
controversy or risk caused by presence of the person in Canada;

CIC OP 20 Policy Manual, at s. 11.2
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Minor Criminality
• Sometimes forgotten, s. 11 of OP 20 delineates a specific criteria by which a client’s
criminal inadmissibility may be categorized as “minor.” Such applications may be more
readily accepted and qualify for an extended permit. Each one of the following
conditions must be satisfied:
a) the crime did not involve drugs, except for simple possession of
marijuana/hashish;
b) the crime did not involve physical harm or violence;
c) the crime resulted in a suspended sentence or probation (no jail term), unless it
was the result of plea bargaining;
d) the crime did not involve damage to property (impaired driving resulting in an
accident would not be eligible);
e) if on probation, the person has been fulfilling the conditions; and
f) there are no more than two (2) convictions.
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Fee Waiver
• Section 15.6 of ENF 4 allows for a one-time TRP fee exemption for a client
inadmissible on criminality grounds under IRPA s. 36(2), if each of the following
conditions are met:
1. the individual was convicted of an offence, not including child pornography or any
sexual offence, and received no term of imprisonment as part of the sentence
imposed; and
2. there have been no other convictions or acts committed that would render the person
inadmissible.
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Best Interests of the Child (BIOC)
• In the wake of Kanthasamy, the importance of assessing the best interests of any children
affected by an admissibility decision has taken on even greater significance. With respect
to TRPs, the impact on the best interests of any children is among the most compelling
reasons for entry. There are numerous recent FC decisions overturning a TRP refusal
on the basis of BIOC, see e.g.: Martin, 2015 FC 422; Ramnanan, 2015 FC 632; Zlydnev,
2015 FC 604.

• Notably the applicants were not all parents, as the reasoning was extended to
grandparents and alternate caregivers.
• Something more is often needed to show BIOC beyond client’s affidavit
and counsel’s submissions; e.g. expert reports prepared impartially,
without crossing into advocacy. See Molefe, 2015 FC 317 at paras. 32-33.
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Authorizations to Return to Canada
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• Under IRPA s. 52(1), a foreign national must obtain a written ARC after the
enforcement of any of the following removal orders:
• a deportation order (lifetime ban from returning to Canada) [R226];
• a departure order that becomes a deportation order (lifetime ban from returning
to Canada) [R224(2)];
• an exclusion order:
o one-year ban [R225(1)];
o two-year ban [R225(3)]
• Pardon/Record Suspension overcomes underlying inadmissibility but not
the need for ARC.
• Section 6.2 of OP-1 contains non-exhaustive list of factors for consideration.
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Reasonableness
• Highly discretionary, but deference not limitless. Need to be justifiable and cannot be
unreasonably obstinate. See Umlani v. Canada (MCI), 2008 FC 1373 at paras. 60-61, 6772

Procedural fairness
• Officer’s notes must reflect consideration of totality of circumstances and
considerations beyond removal. See Akbari, 2006 FC 1421 at paras. 8-14.
• Interview not always required but, if convened, applicant must be given procedurally
fair opportunity to address all concerns and considerations by which officer ultimately
makes decision. See Khakh v. MCI, 2008 FC 710 at para. 25; Sahakyan v. MCI, 2004 FC
1542 at paras. 24-25.
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Appeal to IAD
• Considerable contention over whether IAD has jurisdiction to consider validity of ARC
refusal under IRPA s. 52(1) made in the context of a sponsorship application.
• IAD decision of Gulraiz canvassed jurisprudence at length. Ultimately concludes while
an ARC refusal in and of itself cannot be challenged, the IAD retains equitable
jurisdiction to hear appeal of sponsorship refusal on the grounds of not possessing an
ARC. Gulraiz v Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2015 CanLII 94117 (CA IRB) [since
cited by approval by other members].
• Therefore cannot deal with validity of ARC, but nevertheless can grant appeal on H&C
factors, in essence overriding missing ARC. See also Bowman,[2011] I.A.D.D. No. 3108
at paras. 12-13; Bashir, [2010] I.A.D.D. No. 483, at par. 13
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Upcoming Jur ispr udence
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Santiago v. Canada (Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness), 2017 FC 91:
[40]
For the reasons set forth in part V.A. of these Reasons for Judgment, I agree that the IAD was not
required to provide clear and compelling reasons for departing from its initial decision. However, I also agree with
Mr. Santiago that the IAD erred by failing to engage meaningfully with that initial decision. For the reasons that I
have explained, the IAD was required to provide a cogent explanation for reversing its initial decision to grant a
stay of removal to Mr. Santiago. Its failure to do so was fatal, and provides a sufficient basis to set the Decision
aside and remit the matter back to the IAD for redetermination by another panel.
***
For example:
[44]
The IAD then stated: “Fast forward five and a half years, and I find that the establishment factors have
changed for the appellant.” However, the only factor that it identified as having changed, relative to the situation
that prevailed at the time of its initial decision, was the fact that Mr. Santiago “is no longer in a relationship with
the mother of his son.” Yet, as indicated in the quote immediately above, that was true at the time of the IAD’s
initial decision. Nothing had changed in that regard.
***
Assets/wealth should not be material:
[47]
The only other things discussed by the IAD in its treatment of Mr. Santiago’s establishment were his lack
of investments and property ownership in Canada. The Minister maintains that the IAD implicitly considered this to
have been a more significant factor than it may have been at the time of its initial decision to grant him a stay of
removal from Canada.
[48]
To the extent that this was the principal consideration relied upon by the IAD to find a “lack of
establishment” in Canada for Mr. Santiago, and to then conclude that this factor was “a strong negative factor in
this appeal,” this was unreasonable. Such an approach would hold Mr. Santiago to a much higher standard for
establishment than is met by the large number of Canadian citizens who have no investments and do not own
property in this country. It would also make it difficult for many individuals to receive a positive assessment of the
establishment factor, even if they have a reasonably good record of employment and have established some
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significant links in their community.

Revell v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2017 FC 905, certified:
a. Is section 7 engaged at the stage of determining whether a permanent resident is
inadmissible to Canada and if so, would section 7 be engaged where the deprivation of the
right to liberty and security of the person of a permanent resident arises from their
uprooting from Canada, and not from possible persecution or torture in the country of
nationality?
b. Does the principle of stare decisis preclude this Court from reconsidering the findings of the
Supreme Court of Canada in Chiarelli, which established that the deportation of a permanent
resident who has been convicted of serious criminal offence, despite that the circumstances
of the permanent resident and the offence committed may vary, is in accordance with the
principles of fundamental justice. In other words, have the criteria to depart from binding
jurisprudence been met in the present case?

Moretto v. Canada (Citizenship and Immigration), 2018 FC 71 , certified:
a.

Is section 7 engaged at the stage where a permanent resident’s stay of removal is automatically cancelled
pursuant to s.68(4) and if so, would section 7 be engaged where the deprivation of the right to liberty,
security of the person of a permanent resident arises from their uprooting from Canada, not from possible
persecution or torture in the country of nationality?

b.

Does the principle of stare decisis preclude this Court from reconsidering findings of the Supreme Court of
Canada in Chiarelli which established that the deportation of a permanent resident who has been convicted
of a serious criminal offence, despite that the circumstances of the permanent resident and the offence
committed may vary, is in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice? In other words, have the
criteria to depart from binding jurisprudence been met in the present case?

c.

Is a s.12 determination premature at the stage where a permanent resident’s stay of removal
is
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automatically cancelled pursuant to s.68(4)?

Questions?
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